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GeNeEvent
SIAMG Annual Meeting and Indo-US Symposium
The ﬁrst annual meeting of the SIAMG and the Indo-US symposium on Genomic
Insights into Human Morphogenesis: Prenatal, Postnatal and Molecular Dysmorphology
was held in Hyderabad from 7th to 9th November, 2014. It was organized by the
Centre for DNA Fingerprinting and Diagnostics, Hyderabad in association with the
Indo-US Science and Technology Forum and the Society for the Indian Academy of
Medical Genetics. The academic event saw a conglomeration of distinguished
international and Indian faculty. The academic sessions covered a myriad of topics
from developmental dysmorphology, syndrome diagnosis, prenatal diagnosis and
genetic counseling to molecular genetics and new genetic techniques. The thrust of
the discussions was on the use of newer genetic technologies such as chromosomal
microarray and next generation sequencing in the identiﬁcation of the genetic basis
of syndromes. More than 100 delegates attended the academic proceedings. A
workshop on molecular cytogenetics was also conducted as a pre-conference event
and was attended by more than 30 participants. The highlights of the meeting
included the ﬁrst Dr SS Aggarwal Oration which was delivered by Dr John Carey,
Editor-in-Chief of the American Journal of Medical Genetics and Professor of
Pediatrics from the University of Utah, USA and the presentation of the ﬁrst Dr SS
Aggarwal Young Scientist Award to Dr Sumit Paliwal from the Centre for Cellular and
Molecular Biology, Hyderabad for his work on tropical calciﬁc pancreatitis. The event
was appreciated by all the attendees and SIAMG was lauded for its ongoing
contributions towards the ﬁeld of Medical Genetics in India.

GeNeDit
Genotype-Phenotype Correlation in the True Sense of the Word!

Editorial

Diagnostic testing for genetic disorders is undergoing a paradigm shift from targeted testing
to genomic testing. With availability of genomic
techniques like microarray and high through-put
sequencing of the exome or whole genome sequencing, one does not have to decide what genetic
abnormality one is looking for, before ordering the
test. From the data generated from these genome
analysis techniques one needs to ﬁlter out the
likely pathogenic or causative genetic changes and
make the decision about the causative nature of
the genetic variation mainly based upon the correlation between the clinical picture of the patient
and available information about the phenotypes
known to be associated with that speciﬁc gene
or genetic variation and /or available information
about the function of the gene. These techniques
of genome analysis can be compared with whole
body clinical examination, after which the clinician
has to decide what are the abnormal ﬁndings and
which ones explain the symptoms in the patient. So
on the one hand we have the clinical examination
ﬁndings which may include features detected on
imaging of internal organs and on the other hand
we have the sequence data of the whole genome
or exome. While in most situations we can be
sure of abnormal and signiﬁcant clinical ﬁndings,
at present we have very limited information about
deﬁnitely abnormal genetic variations in the whole
genome. This makes interpretation of genome
data obtained by next generation sequencing or
microarray a challenging task.

notype information can be used as the tool to dig
into the mountain of genomic data generated by
next generation sequencing techniques and hence,
is very important. Thus, clinical examination and
documentation of the phenotype in the appropriate format and use of consistent nomenclature
are very important. This issue has an article providing information about the various phenotyping
databases and search tools. The search tools
not only use known human phenotypes of genetic
disorders but also naturally occurring or knock
out mouse phenotypes, information about gene
functions and their role in molecular pathways,
etc. The initial publications using these tools are
showing very high diagnostic yields. This appears
quite natural as explanation of the phenotype is the
objective of the whole process of genetic diagnosis.
It sounds logical as one is not looking only at rare
genetic variants in the data which are many, but is
looking for clinically relevant variations. Of course
this scenario reinforces the clinician s responsibility
to conduct detailed clinical examination and clearly
document the phenotype and use the Human
Phenotype Ontoloy (HPO) for the purpose. The
massive eﬀort that has gone into the HPO project
to develop a standard nomenclature for phenotype
information is commendable. So, it appears that
in the era of genomic medicine, the clinician would
do the clinical examination, the laboratory would
do the genome sequencing and the purpose of the
test would be to search for genetic variation which
correlates with the clinical ﬁndings .

Important ways to interpret genomic data include search into databases of known pathogenic
variants and polymorphic variations, knowledge of
the function of genes and softwares to predict the
functional eﬀects of the genetic change. These
have been successfully used in many cases but fail
to provide causative genetic variation in a number
of cases. This has lead to the concept of search for
causative genetic variation based on the phenotype information. Softwares like Phenomizer and
Phevor have been designed for this purpose. Phe-

Genomic tests are here to stay and are gradually
becoming ﬁrst line investigations as they take care
of large genes, genetic heterogeneity and novel
phenotypes of unknown origin. As more and more
components of the genome get annotated, the
task of interpreting each and every genetic variant
may become simpler. But as we know that no
gene functions in isolation and there is great deal
of phenotypic variability for most of the genetic
disorders, interpretation of variations in modiﬁer
genes will pose new challenges and correlation
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with clinical ﬁndings will continue to take the prime
seat even in the molecular era. The science and art
of clinical examination and documentation of phenotypes needs to be sharpened and clinical skills
will certainly not take a back seat in the era of DNA,
computers and bioinformatics. I am sure medical geneticists will ﬁnd this new form of genetic
medicine and the work of genotype-phenotype

correlation far more enjoying and exciting than
anything until now.
Happy New Year!

Dr. Shubha R Phadke
1st January, 2015

Genetic Clinics has a new look and is now available online
Your Genetic Clinics has a new look and is now
available online at http://www.iamg.in and
http://geneticclinics.iamg.in/. You can now
access and view the full text of all the back
issues free of cost and you can also check the
table of contents for all the earlier issues. From
this issue onwards, readers will be able to
access the HTML as well as PDF versions of all
the articles and print them for their use.
Contributors can see the instructions to
authors on the website and even submit their
articles online by clicking on ‘Article
Submission’.
We urge all the readers to update their
subscription online (click on ‘Subscribe’) to
continue to receive either the table of contents
(with links to free full text) by email or the print
version of the Genetic Clinics. This is important
to ensure that all the issues reach the
subscribers promptly. Subscriptions to both are
free of cost at present!
As always you have the option to give your feedback to the editorial team and now
you can do it online. Our endeavor is to translate research in the ﬁeld of medical
genetics to patient care, through our readers.

Printed issues of Genetic Clinics and email alerts will be sent only to the
subscribers (free) and members of SIAMG
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Clinical Vignette
Prader-Willi syndrome due to an unbalanced chromosomal
rearrangement

Deepti Saxena and Shubha R Phadke
Department of Medical Genetics, Sanjay Gandhi Postgraduate Institute of Medical Sciences, Lucknow
Email: shubharaophadke@gmail.com

Introduction
Prader-Willi syndrome is a genomic imprinting
disorder occurring at a frequency of 1/10,000
to 1/20,000. It is characterized by hypotonia,
feeding diﬃculties often associated with failure to
thrive during infancy and global developmental
delay.
Around 1 to 4 years of age, children
develop hyperphagia leading to obesity. These
individuals have short stature, facial dysmorphism
that includes almond shaped eyes and upslanting
palpebral ssures, small hands and feet, cognitive
impairment and hypogonadism. Other features
include behavioural and sleep problems and neuroendocrine abnormalities. 1 It is caused due to
the loss of paternally transmitted genes at the
imprinted locus 15q11-q13. In 75% of the cases,
the loss is due to deletion in the paternally derived
chromosome 15q11-q13 region, 24% of the cases
have maternal unipaternal disomy of chromosome
15, 1% of the cases are due to defects in the
imprinting centre and <1% of the cases are due
to chromosomal translocation.
The diagnosis
is suspected clinically and is con rmed by DNA
methylation testing. Diagnosis can also be made
by molecular cytogenetic methods such as Fluorescent in-situ hybridization ”FISH), Multiplex ligation
dependent probe ampli cation ”MLPA) and chromosomal microarray in cases that have deletion in
the 15q11-q13 region. It is important to elucidate
the exact genetic mechanism to provide genetic
counselling and recurrence risk in the family. In
cases with de novo deletion or uniparental disomy,
the recurrence risk is low ”<1%), whereas it can
be upto 50% in cases with an imprinting centre
defect. However, when the deletion is the result
of any chromosomal rearrangement, the risk of
recurrence depends on the speci c rearrangement
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and the empiric risk is around 15% in cases with an
inherited chromosomal translocation. 2

Case Report

Figure 1 Facial features showing prominent
metopic suture, microretrognathia and
dolicocephaly.
A 3 month old female infant was referred to
the Medical Genetics outpatient department for
evaluation of failure to gain weight. She was the
rst child of non-consanguineous parents. She
was born at 34 weeks gestation by emergency
Caesarean section, done for decreased fetal move-
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ments and polyhydramnios. Her birth weight was
1.6 kgs. After birth, she had weak cry and was
unable to breast feed due to poor suck and had to
be kept on bottle feeds. At 3 months of age, her
weight was 3.9 kgs, length was 53.5 cm ”between
-3 and -4SD below the mean) and head circumference was 37.5 cm ”3rd centile for her age). On
examination, she had a dolicocephalic head, open
anterior fontanelle, low set ears and microretrognathia ”Figure 1). She had stridor and hypotonia
with movement of all four limbs only in the plane
of the couch and her deep tendon re exes were
weakly elicitable.

Figure 2 Karyotype of the proband showing unbalanced translocation involving chromosomes 15 and 19 [45,XX,der”19)
”19pter→19q13.4::15q15→15qter),-15].
On investigation, her creatine phosphokinase
was normal and there was no deletion in exons 7 and 8 of the SMN1 gene.
Her brain
MﬂI showed corpus callosum hypoplasia with
mild myelination lag. Due to the presence of
dysmorphic features, growth delay and MﬂI ndings, resolution G-banded karyotyping was done
which revealed an unbalanced translocation involving chromosomes 15 and 19 [45,XX,der”19)
”19pter→19q13.4::15q15→15qter),-15] ”Figure 2).
This chromosomal rearrangement had led to partial monosomy of 15q upto q15 and monosomy
of 19q13.4 to qter.
As the region from 15
centromere to 15q15 region contains the locus
responsible for Prader-Willi syndrome, multiplex
ligation-dependent probe ampli cation ”MLPA) using probe sets P070 and P374 was done, which
showed deletion of the chromosomal segment
15q11.2 ”Figure 3). Karyotypes of both parents
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were normal suggesting de novo origin of the
translocation.

Discussion
As there are various causes of hypotonia during
infancy including some treatable ones like Pompe
disease, identi cation of the exact etiology is very
crucial. Presence of hypotonia with poor suck has
been listed as a clinical indicator of DNA testing
for PWS. 2 Due to the absence of typical features
of PWS in the neonatal period, it is diﬃcult to
make the clinical diagnosis especially in females.
Methylation testing is the investigation of choice
for con rmation of the diagnosis of Prader-Will
syndrome. However, other methods are required
to identify the genetic subtype and to provide risk
of recurrence to the family. This case illustrates the
role of traditional cytogenetic analysis in the investigation of a hypotonic infant where the nding of
a chromosomal rearrangement helped us to reach
the correct diagnosis and to provide counseling
and risk of recurrence in siblings. Earlier studies
have also emphasized the role of conventional and
molecular cytogenetic methods in the diagnosis
of Prader–Willi syndrome. 3 Till now, several chromosomal rearrangements involving chromosome
15/15 and chromosome 15 and other autosomes
have been reported in PWS patients. 4 ﬂecurrent
rearrangements involving speci c regions on chromosome 15 have been identi ed. Mignon-ﬂavix et
al. have demonstrated four cases of PWS caused
due to translocation with the telomeric band of the
partner chromosome in which the chromosome
15 breakpoint was clustered within a small 460 kb
interval, located in the proximal 15q14 band. 5 This
region contains an LCﬂ15 – duplicon sequence
which favours meiotic recombination and all types
of chromosomal rearrangements. Due to the
presence of a cluster of recurrent translocation
breakpoints and LCﬂ15 – duplicon sequence in this
region, it has been identi ed as a new breakpoint
cluster ”BP6). They also demonstrated that cases
with a large deletion involving BP6 have a more
severe or expanded phenotype.
In our case also, the breakpoint was present
at 15q14 causing deletion of the proximal region
and may lead to a severe phenotypic picture. As
she was only three months of age at the time
of presentation, further follow up is required to
know the exact course of her development and her
behavioural phenotype.
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Figure 3 Multiplex Ligation dependent Probe Ampli cation showing deletion of the chromosomal
segment 15q11.2.

Conclusion
Prader–Willi syndrome should always be considered as a possible diﬀerential diagnosis in a
hypotonic infant and chromosomal abnormalities
should be considered in the etiology of PWS. Also,
in case of atypical large deletions involving 15q
exact breakpoints should be delineated in order
to determine the genotype-phenotype correlation
and provide appropriate counseling to the family.

GeNeToon
Contributed by: Dr. Shubha R Phadke
Sanjay Gandhi Postgraduate Institute of Medical Sciences, Lucknow
Email: shubharaophadke@gmail.com

Next Generation Genetics!
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Radial Ray Defects: Genetics and Syndromic Etiologies

Sankar VH
Genetic Division, Department of Pediatrics, SAT Hospital, Government Medical College, Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala
Email: sankarvh@gmail.com

Limb anomalies are a commonly occurring
group of malformations, deformations and disruptions due to the developmental complexity of the
limbs, their extended period of morphogenesis
and their position outside the body wall. Limb
malformations can be a part of chromosomal aberrations or an array of single gene disorders or may
occur due to environmental teratogens. ﬂadial ray
defects are a group of limb malformations characterized by unilateral or bilateral absence of the
radial ray which consists of the radius and thumb
(Fig.1). The prevalence of radial ray defects is low
and varies between 1 in 30,000 to 1 in 100,000 with
syndromic causes accounting for approximately
two-third of cases. 1 The common syndromes associated with radial ray defects are Holt-Oram
syndrome, Fanconi anemia, TAﬂ syndrome and
VACTEﬂL association. In addition, chromosomal
disorders such as trisomy 18 can also cause radial
ray defects along with signi cant growth and developmental delay and other congenital anomalies.
In this review syndromes associated with radial ray
defects are discussed.

Figure 1 Characteristic hand abnormality in radial ray defects and X-ray showing absent radius and rudimentary thumb.

Genetic Clinics 2015 | January - March | Vol 8 | Issue 1

Molecular Embryology
Limbs develop from embryonic limb buds. Upper
limb buds are rst visible in the embryo on Day
26-30 as an elevation on the anterolateral aspects
of the body wall. Limb development includes
limb initiation and growth (proximo-distal axis)
and its polarization in the antero-posterior and
dorso-ventral axis. It involves several coordinated
processes characterized by a constant equilibrium
between cell mitotic activity and programmed cell
death. Limb bud formation and growth (proximodistal axis) are due to rapid cell proliferation in
the progress zone (PZ) induced by the overlying
apical ectodermal ridge (AEﬂ). The proximo-distal
growth is closely linked to polarization along the
antero-posterior axis (under control of the zone of
polarizing activity, ZPA) and the dorso-ventral axis
(limb patterning). 2
Limb development involves coordinated functioning of various interlinked genes which work
by forming a network of signals. Limb bud outgrowth is promoted by WNT and FGF10. Upper
limb anatomy is speci ed by TBX5 and lower limb
anatomy by TBX4 genes. 3 Mutations in T-box genes
are associated with syndromes characterized by
limb anomalies, the location of which is in agreement with the expression pro le of the respective
gene i.e. in either the arms only (TBX5-Holt Oram
syndrome) or both arms and legs (TBX3-ulnar
mammary syndrome). Mutations in the SALL4 gene
(SAL-like4), which also encodes a transcription
factor, can cause limb anomalies. Mutations in another gene in the same pathway SALL1 (SAL-like1)
are known to cause Townes-Brocks syndrome.
Proximal-distal growth is controlled by the apical
ectodermal ridge (AEﬂ) whose formation requires
induction by the bone morphogenic protein (BMP)
and the homeobox gene MSX2. The important
gene in establishment of antero-posterior polarity
is the sonic hedgehog (SHH) gene. 4 Its expression
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is con ned to the ZPA. A number of molecules involved in the SHH pathway are known and include
patched-1, smoothened, GL1-1, GLI-2, GLI-3 and
TWIST. 5 WNT7A is a major determinant of dorsal
development accomplished through upregulation
of LMX1B and WNT7A is repressed by Engrailed 1
(En1).

Syndromes with radial ray defects
• Holt-Oram Syndrome (OMIM 142900): Holt
Oram syndrome (HOS) is an autosomal dominant
disorder occurring in approximately one in every
10,000 live births and is characterized by cardiac
and upper limb malformations. Aﬀected individuals exhibit limb defects that range from subtle
carpal abnormalities, absent digits and triphalangeal thumbs to sloping shoulders and various
grades of reduction abnormalities of the radius
(Fig.2). Limb defects are usually bilateral but may
be more prominent on the left side. This is frequently associated with cardiac defects like ostium
secundum atrial septal defect, ventricular septal
defect or asymptomatic conduction disturbances
in most cases. More complex anomalies like tetralogy of Fallot and pulmonary arterial hypoplasia
occur rarely.

Figure 2 Holt Oram Syndrome.
Holt-Oram syndrome is caused by mutations in
the TBX5 gene and mutations are spread throughout the gene as nonsense, insertion, deletion or
mis-sense mutations and rearrangements. When
applying stringent clinical criteria, a detection rate
of 74% can be achieved in patients with HOS. 6
Nevertheless, not all carriers of the TBX5 mutations
have the HOS phenotype, indicating phenotypic
heterogeneity at this locus.
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• Thrombocytopenia
with
absent
radius (TAﬂ) syndrome (OMIM 274000): The
thrombocytopenia-absent radius (TAﬂ) syndrome is
a congenital malformation syndrome characterized
by bilateral absence of the radii and thrombocytopenia. Diagnostic criteria by Hall include bilateral
absence of the radii in the presence of both
thumbs and a thrombocytopenia. The presence
of thumbs distinguishes TAﬂ syndrome from other
disorders featuring radial aplasia, which are usually
associated with absent thumbs. Bilateral absence
of the radii may be accompanied by ulnar or
humeral anomalies and the most severe cases
exhibit phocomelia. Lower limb involvement is
variable (40-47%) and includes dislocation of the
patella and/or of the hips, absent tibio- bular joint,
and lower limb phocomelia. Thrombocytopenia,
which may be transient, is seen in all cases and
will be symptomatic in over 90% of cases within
the rst four months of life. Other systemic
problems reported are cow milk intolerance (60%),
renal abnormalities (23%), cardiac abnormalities
(15%), genital abnormalities (3%) and cleft palate.
Other associations reported in case series are
facial capillary hemangiomas, deafness, epilepsy
and neural tube defects. Diﬀerential diagnoses
include other conditions with radial ray defects;
however, TAﬂ can be diﬀerentiated by the presence
of the thumbs in spite of absent radii and other
associated malformation.
TAﬂ syndrome is autosomal recessive in inheritance. An inherited or denovo deletion of 1q21.2
is present in a majority of cases. However, in view
of the apparent autosomal recessive inheritance
an additional causative allele should be there for
the development of the disease. A compound
inheritance mechanism of a rare null allele and
one of two low-frequency SNPs in the regulatory
regions of RBM8A, encoding the Y14 subunit of
exon-junction complex (EJC) have been found to
cause TAﬂ. This is the rst disease described to be
associated with the de ciency of the exon-junction
complex (EJC). 7

• Fanconi anemia: Fanconi anemia (FA) is
characterized by physical abnormalities, bone marrow failure and an increased risk of malignancy.
Physical abnormalities are present in 65-70% of
cases which include short stature, abnormal skin
pigmentation, malformations of the skeletal system and microcephaly. Upper limb malformations
include anomalies of the thumb (35%) (absent,
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 3 Thumb abnormalities in Fanconi anemia a) triphalangeal thumb b) rudimentary thumb
c) duplication of thumb.

hypoplastic, bi d, duplicated, rudimentary, triphalangeal, long), radii (7%) (absent or hypoplastic
with abnormal thumbs), hands (5%) ( at thenar
eminence, absent rst metacarpal, clinodactyly,
polydactyly) and ulnae (1%) (dysplastic, short)
(Fig.3). Lower limb anomalies are seen in 5%
of cases which include toe syndactyly, club feet
and abnormal toes. Developmental delay can
occur in 10% of cases. The diagnosis of FA rests
on cytogenetic testing for increased chromosomal
breakages or rearrangements and formation of
radial gures in the presence of diepoxybutane
(DEB) or Mitomycin C. Molecular genetic testing is
complicated by the genetic heterogeneity with at
least 15 genes known to be responsible for the FA
complementation groups. Most of these genetic
abnormalities are inherited in an autosomal recessive pattern except mutations in the FANCB gene,
which show X-linked inheritance. 8
• SALL 4 related disorders: SALL-4 related disorders include the Duane-radial ray syndrome
(DﬂﬂS), Okihiro syndrome and acro-renal-ocular
syndrome (AﬂOS), phenotypes previously thought
to be distinct entities. 9 The Duane-radial ray
syndrome (DﬂﬂS) and Okihiro syndrome are characterized by radial ray abnormalities which include
hypoplasia/aplasia of radii, hypoplasia/aplasia of
thumb, thenar hypoplasia, triphalangeal thumb,
duplication of thumb (preaxial polydactyly) and
Duane anomaly (characterized by uni- or bilateral limitation of abduction of the eye associated
with retraction of the globe and narrowing of
the palpebral ssure on adduction). Acro-renalocular syndrome (AﬂOS) is clinically established
in individuals with radial ray malformations, renal
abnormalities (renal hypoplasia, mild malrotation,
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ectopia, horseshoe kidney, vesicoureteric re ux,
bladder diverticula) and ocular abnormalities (ocular coloboma, Duane anomaly). ﬂarely, SALL4
mutations may cause clinically typical Holt-Oram
syndrome. Direct sequencing of the complete
SALL4 coding regions (exons1-4) detects mutation
in more than 80% of individuals with DﬂﬂS and
AﬂOS. Exonic or whole gene deletions by quantitative real time PCﬂ will detect a further 10-15%
cases. Most mutations are private or have been
observed in no more than three independent families. Inheritance is autosomal dominant with 95%
penetrance. The proportion of cases caused by
denovo mutations is approximately 40-50%.

Figure 4 Townes-Brocks syndrome in a father
and his son. Hypoplastic radius and
absent thumb are seen.

8
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• Townes-Brocks Syndrome (OMIM 107480):
Townes-Brocks syndrome is an autosomal dominant disorder.
ﬂadial ray abnormalities are
reported in 50% of published cases. These consist
of preaxial polydactyly (bi d thumb), triphalangeal
thumb, hypoplastic thumb, broad thumb, and
distal ulnar deviation of the thumb (Fig.4). Anorectal abnormality is characteristic of this condition.
Other abnormalities include auricular, renal and
cardiac abnormalities. 10 An important diﬀerential
diagnosis is the VACTEﬂL association, where all
these abnormalities can occur. However, the presence of vertebral defects or tracheo-oeophageal
malformation or both would strongly favor the
diagnosis of VACTEﬂL association. Mutation in
the SALL1 gene at 16q12.1 is responsible for this
condition.
• VACTEﬂL association: VACTEﬂL association
comprises Vertebral defects, Anal atresia, Cardiac
defects, Tracheo-Esophageal stula, Renal malformations, and Limb malformations. There are
some single gene disorders and syndromes which
resemble the VACTEﬂL association which include
Fiengold syndrome, 22q11 deletion syndrome,

Townes-Brocks syndrome and Fanconi anemia.
When dysmorphic features, growth abnormalities
and/or learning disability are present, a syndromic
diagnosis or chromosomal abnormality has to be
considered. 11

Testing strategy for individuals with
typical radial ray abnormalities
• Perform cardiac evaluation, ophthalmologic
evaluation and renal ultrasound examination
in addition to routine physical examination.
• If no features typical of SALL-4 related disorders are found, molecular genetic testing
of the TBX5 gene is suggested as the rst
molecular test.
• If features typical of SALL-4 related disorders
are present, molecular genetic testing of the
SALL-4 gene is suggested as the rst step.
• If clinical overlap exists with Townes-Brocks
syndrome, molecular genetic testing of the
SALL1 gene should be the rst test if the radial

Syndrome

Craniofacial
features

Limb anomalies

Other anomalies

Nager acrofacial
dysostosis
(OMIM 154400)

Malar hypoplasia
Micrognathia
Preauricular tag
Cleft palate

Hypoplasia or aplasia of
thumb with or without radius
Proximal radioulnar synostosis with limitation of elbow

Conductive deafness
Intelligence normal

ﬂothmundThomson
syndrome
(OMIM 268400)
(Figure 5)

Frontal bossing
Small saddle nose
Prognathism

Small hands and feet
Hypoplastic to absent thumbs
Forearm reduction defects

Mental retardation
Cataract
Sparse hair
Erythema on skin
Poikiloderma
Small dystrophic nails

Baller Gerold
syndrome
(OMIM 218600)

Craniosynostosis
Micrognathia
Microstomia
Epicanthic fold
Hypertelorism

Absent/hypoplsatic radii
Curved ulna
Absent/hypoplastic thumbs
Fused carpal bones

Mental retardation
Congenital heart disease
ﬂenal anomaly
Imperforate anus

ﬂAPADILINO
syndrome
(OMIM 266280)

Long face
Narrow palpebral
ssures
Long slender nose
Cleft palate

Absent thumbs
Joint dislocation
Stiﬀ interphalangeal joints

Small stature
Hearing defect
Infantile diarrhea
Pigmentation

Table 1 Other syndromes with radial ray anomalies.
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Figure 5 Bilateral absent thumb in a case of ﬂothmund-Thomson syndrome.
ray malformations do not include malformations of the radius itself. If malformation
of the radius is present, molecular genetic
testing of the SALL4 gene is suggested as the
rst molecular test.

Prenatal Diagnosis
In pregnancies at risk, detailed high-resolution prenatal ultrasound examination may detect upperlimb malformations and/or congenital heart malformations. A normal ultrasound examination
does not eliminate the possibility of radial ray
defects in the fetus. Prenatal testing for the defect
may be most useful in families with a known
mutation to con rm ultrasound ndings. If the
disease-causing mutation has been identi ed in
the family, prenatal diagnosis for pregnancies at
increased risk is possible by analysis of DNA extracted from fetal cells obtained by amniocentesis
(usually performed at ∼15-18 weeks’ gestation)
or chorionic villus sampling (usually performed at
∼10-12 weeks’ gestation). Because of the signi cant
variable expressivity observed in most conditions
especially with Holt-Oram syndrome both within
and among families with the same mutation, the
severity of upper-limb defects and congenital heart
malformations cannot be accurately predicted by
molecular genetic testing alone.

Genetic Clinics 2015 | January - March | Vol 8 | Issue 1
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Importance of phenotype in exome variant analysis
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Mutation detection is the gold standard for the
diagnosis of monogenic disorders. The advent of
next generation sequencing strategies has revolutionized diagnostics in genetics. The whole genome
and whole exome can now be sequenced with ease
and at an aﬀordable cost. For the disorders caused
by large sized genes or with etiological heterogeneity, this is a great boon. Enormous data is
generated which needs expertise for correct interpretation. The challenge is to correctly identify the
causative sequence variation from the thousands
of variations identiﬁed in each individual.
There are various methods which are employed
for ﬁltering the variants obtained and these include a series of ﬁlters designed to remove the low
quality and common variants and non-pathogenic
variants which are deﬁned as the variants in noncoding, non-splice site regions and synonymous
or missense mutations. Subsequently the best
candidate gene correlating with the disease is
chosen. But this strategy of identiﬁcation of a
deleterious variant purely based on the sequence
variant pathogenicity will not help in correct identiﬁcation of the disease-causing mutant gene in very
rare diseases and diseases with unknown etiology.
This is why the idea of using phenotypic data for
prioritizing the variants has emerged. In this article
we review the various phenotype-based tools used
to analyze data of genetic variants obtained by
next generation sequencing based technology and
we wish to stress upon the importance of correct
delineation and description of phenotype as the
ﬁrst step in genomic analysis.

Human Phenotype Ontology (HPO)
The phenome is deﬁned as the set of all phenotypic
traits of an organism. The variation in phenotype
needs to be described in a systematic human
and computer interpretable form. Standard mea-
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sures for capturing phenotypic abnormalities are
needed. 1 With this aim, the Human Phenotype
Ontology ”HPO) was initiated in 2007, with over
8000 terms, representing human phenotypic abnormalities and annotating all clinical entries in
the Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man ”OMIM)
database with the terms of HPO. 2 It has 10,088
classes and 13,326 subclass relationships between
these classes. 3 The annotated terms in HPO follow
the true path rule by which a disease directly
annotated to a term implicitly implies annotation
to all the previous terms.
The HPO has three independent sub ontologies
which include the mode of inheritance, the onset
and clinical course and phenotypic abnormalities.
Each of the HPO classes has a unique identiﬁer, a
label and a list of synonyms. More than 65% of the
classes have a textual deﬁnition. HPO classes have
cross references to other resources like Disease Ontology, Uniﬁed Medical Language System, Medical
Subject Headings and International Classiﬁcation
of Diseases 10th revision.
The Human Phenotype Ontology includes a
wide range of phenotypic abnormalities including
morphological abnormalities, abnormal processes
and abnormal investigations. ”Table1) 3

Tools using HPO
The important tools used in diﬀerential diagnosis
and exome analysis which uses HPO are Phenomizer and Exomiser. Other clinical databases
and analysis tools like PhenoTips, DECIPHER and
Cartagenia also use HPO.
• Phenomizer: Phenomizer is an online tool
that is freely available at http://compbio.
charite.de/phenomizer/. 3 The Phenomizer allows searching for various phenotypes and prior-
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Type of abnormality

Examples from HPO

Morphological abnormality

2,3 ﬁnger syndactyly ”HP:0001233)

Abnormal process”organ)

Hyperacusis ”HP:0010780)

Abnormal process ”cellular)

Abnormal glucose homeostasis ”HP:0011014)

Abnormal laboratory ﬁnding

Ketonuria ”HP:0002919)

Abnormal imaging

Aplasia or hypoplasia of cerebellar vermis ”HP:0006817)

Table 1 Phenotypic abnormalities listed in the Human Phenotype Ontology. ”Adapted from Kohler et
al. 3 )

itizing exome variants. The search data can be
downloaded in PDF format. In a study by Kohler
et al. in 2009, the performance of Phenomizer was
evaluated by developing a testing scenario based
on simulated patients presenting with features
of one of the 44 known genetic syndromes. 4 It
was shown that ontological approaches performed
better than diagnostic algorithms based on exact
matching of terms in a phenotypic feature vector.
• PHIVE ”Phenotypic Interpretation of Variants
in Exomes) 5 : This software allows prioritization of
variants by integrating the phenotypic similarity
between human diseases and genetically altered
mouse models. There are phenotyped mouse
mutant orthologs for 4836 protein coding genes.
By using this method, a correct gene hit was
observed in 83% cases. This tool is freely available at http://www.sanger.ac.uk/resources/
databases/exomiser.
• Phevor: ”Phenotype Driven Variant Ontological Re ranking Tool) 6 : This software is
freely available online and allows uploading the variants in vcf format and entering the phenotypic description using terms
from HPO. ”http://weatherby.genetics.utah.
edu/cgibin/Phevor/PhevorWeb.html). Phevor
works by combining the output of various variant
prioritization tools along with the information contained in various Ontologies including the Human
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Phenotype Ontology, the Mammalian Phenotype
Ontology, the Disease Ontology and Gene Ontology. The phenotypic information is propagated
across and between various ontologies and this
helps in accurately reprioritizing variants identiﬁed
by the variant prioritization tools. Phevor is not a
substitution for any of the available variant prioritization tools, rather it improves the performance
of every tool. Singleton et al. in 2014 showed
that post prioritization by using Phevor improved
the variant prioritization in autosomal dominant as
well as recessive diseases.
To conclude, phenotypic data plays an important role in translational bioinformatics. Phenotype
should be systematically captured and used for exome variant analysis and the various tools available
should be used appropriately to identify disease
causing variants.
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Recombinant Ectodysplastin in X linked
hypohydrotic ectodermal dysplasia 1–3
X linked hypohydrotic ectodermal dysplasia is a
relatively common genetic disorder characterised
by the triad of hypotrichosis, hypohidrosis and
hypodontia. EDA, the gene responsible for X-linked
HED, produces ectodysplasin-A, a protein that is
important for normal development of ectodermal appendages including hair, teeth, and sweat
glands. Defects in the molecular structure of
ectodysplasin-A may inhibit the action of enzymes
necessary for normal development of the ectoderm and/or its interaction with the underlying
mesoderm.
Several isoforms of ectodysplasin
are expressed in keratinocytes, hair follicles, and
sweat glands. Gaide and Schneider compared
the eﬀect of antenatal versus postnatal EDA-A1
replacement, using EDI200, a recombinant EDAA1
replacement molecule, in the Tabby mouse model
of XLHED. They found that the response to EDA-A1
replacement is signi cantly enhanced by antenatal
maternal administration starting from embryonic
Day 11. Another study by Mauldin et al. showed
that neonatal treatment with recombinant EDA
improved respiratory status in dogs with XLHED.
It was shown that this treatment leads to partial
to complete restoration of tracheal and bronchial
glands. It was also found that prenatal EDA administration in treated dogs sustained the bene ts on
growth, infections, dentition, pulmonary function,
and ocular in ammation.
In mouse and dog
XLHED models, administration of a single course of
an EDA-A1 replacement protein (EDI200) resulted
in permanent correction of the key phenotypic
features, providing the rst hope for an eﬀective,
targeted therapy.
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Correction of cholesterol accumulation
in Niemann Pick disease type C patientspeciﬁc iPS cells 4
Niemann-Pick type C (NPC) disease is a fatal
inherited lipid storage disorder causing severe
neurodegeneration and liver dysfunction. In 95%
of the cases, it is due to mutations in the NPC1 gene.
NPC1 is a transmembrane protein and regulates
cholesterol eﬄux. Loss of NPC1 function causes
impaired cholesterol homeostasis that has a major
impact on liver and brain. Maetzel et al. generated
patient-speci c NPC1 iPSCs (induced pluripotent
stem cells) and isogenic mutant and control cell
lines. They found that NPC1 iPSC-derived hepatic
and neuronal cells showed reduced cell viability
compared to their controls and displayed defects in cholesterol metabolism and impairment in
autophagic ux. They used TALENs for the correction of the NPC1I1061T mutation. Transcription
activator-like eﬀector nucleases (TALENs) are arti cial restriction enzymes generated by fusing a TAL
eﬀector DNA binding domain to a DNA cleavage
domain. TALEN- rescued dysfunctional autophagic
ux, thus implying that the defect in autophagy is
directly linked to loss of NPC1 protein function. So,
autophagy inducers can lead to increased cell viability in NPC1- de cient hepatic and neuronal cells.
Mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOﬂ) pathway
inhibits autophagy, therefore mTOﬂ inhibitors like
ﬂapamycin can be used to induce autophagy. Some
mTOﬂ-independent autophagy enhancers can also
be used like carbamazepine and verapamil. It was
found that carbamazepine is the most potent drug
in rescuing the defective autophagy phenotype in
NPC1 iPSC-derived hepatic cells. So, the induction
of autophagy is cytoprotective in the context of NPC
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disease, and can improve cholesterol homeostasis
in the liver and the brain.

Targeting mTOR pathway in tuberous
sclerosis 5,6
Tuberous sclerosis is a neurocutaneous disorder
causing various skin manifestations, brain abnormalities and involvement of other organs such as
the kidney (angiomyolipomas, cysts, renal cell carcinomas), heart (rhabdomyomas, arrhythmias) and
lungs (lymphangioleiomyomatosis). It is caused
due to a mutation in the TSC1 or TSC2 gene, which
encode hamartin and tuberin respectively, both of
which inhibit AKT. AKT is responsible for activation
of the mTOﬂ pathway which has a role in cell
growth, diﬀerentiation and vascular proliferation.
Mutation in the TSC1 or TSC2 gene results in loss
of inhibition of AKT and stimulation of the downstream mTOﬂ (mammalian target of rapamycin)
pathway. This forms the basis of treatment of TSC
with mTOﬂ inhibitors. Everolimus has been recently approved as a pharmacotherapy option for
TSC patients with subependymal giant-cell astrocytomas (SEGAs) or renal angiomyolipomas (AMLs).
Everolimus has been the rst drug speci cally licensed in the USA and Europe for the treatment of
TSC patients aged ≥3 years with TSC-related SEGA
who require therapeutic intervention, but are not
candidates for curative surgical resection. Clinical
evidence suggests that this treatment can also bene t other TSC-associated disease manifestations,
such as skin manifestations, pulmonary lymphangioleiomyomatosis, cardiac rhabdomyomas, and
epilepsy. ﬂaﬀo et al. have demonstrated in animal
models that mTOﬂ inhibitors have an antiepileptic eﬀect, decreasing seizures when started after
epilepsy or preventing the development of epilepsy
when initiated prior to the onset of seizures. Talos
et al. have shown that mTOﬂ inhibitors in animal models decrease both seizure susceptibility
and later autistic-like behaviours. Therefore, the
positive eﬀects that mTOﬂ inhibition has on a
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wide variety of TSC disease manifestations makes
this a potential systemic treatment option for this
multifaceted genetic disorder.

Lovastatin in Neuroﬁbromatosis 1 7
Neuro bromatosis type 1 (NF1) is caused by mutations in the neuro bromin gene, an important
inhibitor of the ﬂAS pathway. NF1 patients show
a high frequency of cognitive impairment and
attention de cit disorder. In a mouse model of
NF1, a loss of function mutation of the neuro bromin gene was found to result in increased
gamma aminobutyric acid (GABA)-mediated inhibition which led to decreased synaptic plasticity and
de cits in attention and performance. Lovastatin,
a speci c inhibitor of 3-hydroxy-3- methylglutaryl
coenzyme A (HMG-CoA) which is commonly used
for the treatment of hypercholesterolemia, is also
a potent inhibitor of ﬂAS/mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) activity. Down regulation of
the hyperactive ﬂAS pathway by Lovastatin has
been found to lead to an improvement of synaptic
plasticity and restore learning and attention in
mouse models of NF1. Mainberger et al. studied the eﬀects of lovastatin on 11 NF1 patients
and 11 healthy controls and found that lovastatin
decreased intracortical inhibition and improved
impaired synaptic plasticity and phasic alertness in
patients with neuro bromatosis type 1.
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PhotoQuiz

PhotoQuiz - 27
Contributed by: Dr. Divya Agarwal
Sanjay Gandhi Postgraduate Institute of Medical Sciences, Lucknow
Email: dr.divya2512@gmail.com

This 29 day-old female baby was referred for evaluation of hand and foot
anomalies noted since birth. She was born at term gestation and had a normal
birth weight. The feeding and activity were normal and there were no other
signiﬁcant systemic complaints.
Please send your responses to editor@iamg.in
Or go to http://iamg.in/genetic_clinics/photoquiz_answers.php
to submit your answer.

Answer to PhotoQuiz 26
Amniotic band sequence (OMIM#217100)
Amniotic band sequence (amniotic rupture sequence) is a morphologic defect resulting
from disruption i.e. interruption of the normal embryonic developmental process. Amnion
rupture leads to formation of amniotic bands, which in turn results in a range of clinical
manifestations from minor anomalies (constriction rings around the digits) to lethal
anomalies (facial clefts, anencephaly, amputation of digits/arm/leg, joint contractures etc).
Various theories have been proposed as the underlying cause including vascular anomalies
to germ disc disruption. The reported incidence of amniotic band sequence is 1 in 1,200 to 1
in 15,000 live-births. Prognosis depends on the extent of involvement (digits to internal
organs). Most cases are sporadic with no risk of recurrence, although there are few reports
of familial occurrence.
Correct responses were given by:
1. Deepti Saxena, Lucknow
2. Rekha Goyal, Rajasthan
3. Subapriya K, Chennai
4. Prashanth Verma
5. Beena Suresh, Chennai
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GENZYME--SIAMG Fellowship in Clinical Genetics

List of Awardees
Batch (Year)

Name

Name of Institute
/Organisation

July 2013

Dr. Mettu Pradeep Reddy

SGPGIMS, Lucknow

July 2013

Dr. Subapriya Kandasamy

SGPGIMS, Lucknow

October 2013

Dr. Pranav Gupta

AIIMS, New Delhi

October 2013

Dr. Sony

SGPGIMS, Lucknow

July 2014

Dr. Ashok Rai

SGPGIMS, Lucknow

July 2014

Dr. Karthik Bharadwaj

NIMS, Hyderabad

October 2014

Dr. Kundan Mittal

SGPGIMS, Lucknow

October 2014

Dr. Spurthi Chitta

NIMS, Hyderabad

• SGPGIMS - Sanjay Gandhi Postgraduate Institute of Medical Sciences, Lucknow
• AIIMS - All India Institute of Medical Sciences, New Delhi

• NIMS - Nizam’s Institute of Medical Sciences, Hyderabad

Dr. Ashok Rai being awarded the certiﬁcate on completion of fellowship
at SGPGIMS, Lucknow

Announcement
Genzyme−SIAMG Fellowship in Clinical Genetics
Duration and scope:
Three months training in a Medical Genetics centre with clinical and laboratory
genetics facilities.
Eligibility:
A post-graduate degree (MD/ MS) in Pediatrics, Obstetrics and Gynecology, or
General Medicine. Candidates with super-specialization are also encouraged to
apply.
Award Support:
Consolidated emolument of Rs. 50,000/- per candidate per month, for three months.
For details, please visit: http://www.iamg.in or write to info@iamg.in
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Announcement
Cases for Opinion
Dear Friends,
We are happy to announce the new addition to SIAMG website. Many of us are
faced with diﬃcult to diagnose cases in our practice, especially dysmorphic syndromes.
Sharing the queries with experts can help to obtain opinion from them regarding
individual cases. Hence we have started this new activity to enable you to submit
clinical information and photographs of your patients. This information will be sent to
1-2 experts in the ﬁeld and their opinions will be sent to you.
http://iamg.in/casesopinion/form_casesopinion.php

INDIAN ACADEMY OF MEDICAL GENETICS
(Administered by society registered under the Societies Act XXI of 1860)

CASES FOR OPINION FORM
* Mandatory Field

Name: *

Affiliation: *

Email id: *

Write your text here:*(max 500 charecters)

Upload Images: *(max limit 10)

Browse…

No file selected.

I confirm that I have taken consent of the patient / parents to share the
photographs with other clinicians for opinion purposes
"NOTE: Please note that this is opinion given on the basis of some images and
information about the patient and should not be considered as medical advice.
Consulting doctor should be the one to give advice to the patient."

If you encounter any problem with uploading text or image, please contact
info@iamg.in

Instructions for ﬁlling the form:
1. Enter your name, name of department/institute and place (city, state, country), and
your email id at which you would like to receive the opinion.
2. Enter clinical details in less than 500 words regarding the patient.
3. Click on “Choose ﬁle” to upload image. Try to upload images with less size. If you
want to upload multiple images, press “Attach One More Image”.
4. The opinions expressed are solely opinions given by the experts and should not be
considered as opinion of SIAMG.
5. Make sure to obtain consent from the patient/parents for clinical photographs.
6. Disclaimer: Please note that this is opinion given on the basis of some images and
information about the patient and should not be considered as medical advice.
Consulting doctor should be the one to give advice to the patient.

Gaucher Disease
A Treatable Lysosomal Storage Disorder
YOU can make the difference!
Chronic progressive disease with multisystematic pathology
Enlarged Liver and Spleen

Inherited enzyme insufficiency
May cause disability, negatively impact
quality of life and shorten life span

Gaucher cells in bone marrow

Causing hepatosplenomegaly, anemia,
thrombocytopenia and bone
involvement
Increases the risk of hematological
malignancies, in particular multiple
myeloma (up to 50x)
Majority of children with Gaucher
disease will see a pediatrician in their
pursuit of a diagnosis!
A simple Dried Blood Spot (DBS)
test can be used to definitely
establish the diagnosis

Fatigue
Anaemia

Hepatomegaly

Splenomegaly

Bone problems
Marrow Infiltration
Pain
Osteonecrosis
Osteopenia
Pathological fracture

Bleeding tendency
Thrombocytopenia

Early recognition of Gaucher disease is important
because safe and effective treatment is available
with Cerezyme (imiglucerase for injection).

Hematoma6

COMPLIMENTARY DRIED BLOOD SPOT TESTING KIT & SERVICE
FROM GENZYME FOR DIAGNOSIS OF GAUCHER DISEASE
To place a request for your complimentary kit or to know more about the "Free of Cost" testing service, Gaucher Disease and
Cerezyme, you can sms LSD to 9225592255, or email us at: lsdinfoindia@genzyme.com. You can also contact the
Genzyme India office at 09560552265.

1st Floor, Technopolis, Golf Course Road, Sector - 54, Gurgaon - 122 001, Haryana, India
+91 124 452 8300
+91 124 452 8400
www.genzyme.in

CZINA140709(b)
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